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Safeguarding at Chester Cathedral

My appointment on 1 January 2019, as Safeguarding Officer marks a shift in emphasis at Chester Cathedral.
Whilst a general safeguarding concern has existed here over many years, the new social climate and distressing
national and local church legacy mandates a more focussed attention on process, procedure and training as
well as being equipped to deal with safeguarding concerns as they arise. It is the firm intention of the Dean and
Chapter to achieve a culture shift, moving towards an open, victim or survivor centred position.
Over the past few months I have concentrated on identifying up to date volunteer lists so that (along with
staff lists) we have a refreshed knowledge of the people who are legitimately working in and representing the
cathedral. This ongoing overhaul has been a most helpful process in accounting for everybody.
Safeguarding Training
As you will be aware, this overhaul has been accompanied by a wholesale Safeguarding training programme.
The Dean and Chapter decided that Basic Awareness of Safeguarding (C0 online training module) will be
mandatory for all volunteers, without exception. I would like to express my thanks for the cooperation shown
by the vast majority of volunteers in completing this promptly.
Depending on the type of work undertaken by staff and volunteers there are increasing levels of safeguarding
training that are required in order to achieve an aware, alert and safeguarded community. For example,
individuals working with children and vulnerable adults have also been required to complete C1 “Foundation”
safeguarding training and in due course they will need to complete the C2 “Leadership” training. Volunteer
Team Leaders have also willingly undertaken this C1 training so that they are able to communicate additional
information to their team as and when appropriate. These are the safeguarding training essentials which are
now well on the way to completion. Every three years all volunteers and staff will be required to complete a
refresher training course appropriate to their level of training.
Ordained and lay people who hold a license, commission,
authorisation or permission to officiate from a bishop are required to
complete C3 training and Clergy and Senior Staff who have key roles
in safeguarding policy, strategy and practice are required to complete
C4 training.
Continued inside...
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Safeguarding Concerns
If you are concerned in any way about a child or a vulnerable adult, it
is your responsibility to refer that concern to the Safeguarding Officer:
I can be contacted on 01244 500953 or via email:
helen.barber@chestercathedral.com or by arranging to speak with me.
My regular office hours are Tuesdays and Wednesdays 9am - 5pm and
I am in work on a third day each week – usually a Monday or Thursday
according to work requirements.

Saturdays:
09.30

Safeguarding at Chester Cathedral

Prayer Book Communion Service
Cathedral Eucharist
Sung Mattins
(or Prayer Book Eucharist

Mindful of recent press headlines relating to historic child abuse in
Chester Diocese, if there is information that you are aware of which
relates to such issues, particularly if it relates to Chester Cathedral, it is
your responsibility to pass it on. You can speak or write to me
confidentially. I encourage you to do so. However, you will recall from
your safeguarding awareness training, that information cannot be
guaranteed to remain confidential – it may need to be referred.

on 1st and 3rd Sundays)
15.30

Choral Evensong

18.30

Evening Service

IN RESIDENCE:
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Monday:
Tuesday:
Wednesday:
Thursday:
Friday:
Saturday:

All clergy
Canon Jeremy Dussek
Canon Jane Brooke
Canon Jane Brooke /
Revd Denise Williams
Canon Jeremy Dussek
Dean Tim Stratford
Rotated clergy

SAVING
THE DEEP

Independent Safeguarding Audit by
Social Care Institute for Excellence (SCIE)
I am sure that by now you will be aware that, as part of a national three
year programme of independent safeguarding audits of cathedrals
and dioceses, Chester Cathedral is due to be audited between the
5-7 November 2019. The title given to the audit is “Learning Together.”
The aims of the audit are to:
•
•

Support each cathedral in its safeguarding journey
Create, for the first time, a national picture allowing us to share
good practice in cathedral safeguarding arrangements and work
together on common areas where further development is
needed

an installation by Jacha Potgieter
until 29 August 2019
A stunning, topical and thought
provoking installation in the
cloisters of the cathedral.

All of the sculptures
within Saving The Deep
depict endangered species.

waves

Created by north Wales artist,
Jacha Potgieter, ‘Saving The
Deep’ features over ten
sculptures each created from
waste collected from just three
beach visits. The artist has
donated his time creating the
installation in order to raise
awareness of pollution in our
seas, as part of the cathedral’s
year of extraordinary special
events, waves.

“The Learning Together approach is a useful one. It is both my prayer
and my expectation that cathedrals will share in this process
confidently and respond to the vital task of providing safeguarding for
all really well, as a hallmark of Christian ministry.” (The Very Revd
Stephen Lake, Lead Dean for Safeguarding and National Safeguarding
Steering Group member).
As well as speaking with key people responsible for front line
safeguarding, the auditors will also wish to speak with representative
people from different areas of cathedral life. If you would like to or are
prepared to speak with the auditors, please let me know via email. This
does not guarantee your involvement as it is the auditors who will finally select their sample of people. The full audit process will take 11
weeks. By the end of this time, the auditors’ report will be published
on the cathedral website along with our action plan to show how we
intend to implement the recommendations that have been made by the
audit.
If you have any questions or suggestions relating to Safeguarding at
Chester Cathedral, please do not hesitate to speak to me.
Helen Barber

Visit to the Solomon Islands
Visiting four religious communities, four schools and
St Barnabas cathedral in Honiara, talking with clergy, Mothers
Union and the brothers and sisters occupied nearly all of
my time in the Solomon Islands very well! George enjoyed
engaging with clergy undertaking the Bachelor of Theology
degrees at Tabalia where the Melanesian Brothers offered
us both wonderful hospitality. Out of all my experiences,
I thought you might like to hear about the visit to the
cathedral.
On 16 June we attended the cathedral in Honiara: it was a
celebration of Trinity Sunday, St Barnabas and their 50th
anniversary of the cathedral.
We arrived at 7.30am for the main service of the morning
at 8am. There were 200 people attending the earlier 7am
Eucharist and we waited until they left. They all left very
quickly because there are many openings alongside the
cathedral for them to use as an exit. The cathedral was
decorated with vibrant flowers and the service was led by
a choir of 70 with no organ. The Eucharist, celebrated by the
Senior Bishop, was conducted with dignity and reverence
and the Bishop of Ysabel preached on the theme of ‘love
one another’. There were about 1,000 people present with
many young families: the overflow was catered for with extra
chairs outside at the back of the cathedral.

The Melanesian Brothers sang and danced traditional tribal
dances bringing up the gospel in a small canoe which had,
‘Christ in culture’ written on the side. The Bishop read the
gospel from the Bible which was open in the canoe.
The offertory of bread and wine was also carried up in a
canoe accompanied by a vigorous and colourful dance by
the Sunday school (selected from its 200 members).
I thought you might be interested to know that the
congregation bring their own Hymn books to the service.
After the service there were speeches and then everyone
went to the covered area next door for lunch. 800 were
served lunch with a system of efficiency only to be admired.
Meanwhile groups from the cathedral sang or danced on the
stage enthusiastically and with joy.
The groups included Sunday School (who sang the Lord’s
Prayer), Mothers Union, Men’s Fellowship Group (who were
mostly female!), the choir, the Melanesian Brothers and
more. The Dean cut a cake for the 50 years of the cathedral even though the cathedral intends to celebrate the 50 years
properly in 2020. It was a wonderful day and I can’t see how
they can improve on the celebrations next year. We finished
at 3pm.
Thank you to you all for your prayers while we were there.
Canon Jane

Altar and flowers

A packed hall - 800+ fed!

Dean (on the left) cuts the cake with a canon

waves

Thursday 11 July | 6.30pm
Waves lecture: ‘Water: Life or Death’
Canon Jane is speaking on climate change and how it is affecting people’s lives especially
of those in Melanesia. Climate change is of concern for everyone and the younger
generation recently are leading the way. Mia Wallwork from the Sunday School will join
Canon Jane to give her thoughts about climate change.
Tickets £3
For tickets, please call the Cathedral Box Office on 01244 500 959 or click to
chestercathedral.com/waves

A gift from the cathedral
Father Ambrose of Ampleforth Abbey was delighted to accept a gift from the cathedral in
appreciation of the late Father Dominic Milroy who served as Prior of Chester from 1993
until his death earlier this year. The picture is a print of Chester’s quire screen by Tom
Coxhead a former Chester head chorister and recently assistant organist at Ampleforth
College.
The ecumenical connection was strengthened as Chester Catenians paid for the framing
and it was presented on behalf of the cathedral by Tom’s father Francis.”
Canon Jane

Dear Diary

I went to Chester Cathedral and it was
great fun. We went on the coach it was
long but at the same time fun. When
we reached the Cathedral, it was very
very big. Our whole class was very
excited!

The church was shaped like a cross.
The lady there was very kind and so
were the helpful volunteers. We made
gingerbread cookies but we made them
look like monks. The lady there showed
us then we made our own. After the
gingerbread cookies, we made stained
glass windows. We looked around the
Cathedral and we saw some lovely
bright stained glass windows. Some
were telling a story and some were just
lovely patterns. My favourites were
the ones that were telling a story. Our
guide told us lots of things about these
beautiful windows. When we made our
own windows, we used lots of colours
like green, purple,pink and blue. Then
we had our lunch and it was fun as I got
to sit next to my friends.
After lunch, it was the time that I was looking forward to...
dressing up as monks! I was so excited when I suddenly
remembered that we had to be quiet!
Guess what? The monks had to wake up at 2am to start their
day. That would be so tiring to start a day and how were they
going to have a good brain? The guide told us that for their
breakfast they only could have ale and bread. They ate in the
Refectory in silence (that is now transformed into a Cafe).
When we were walking around, we walked in the Cloisters It was
really cool! I really liked it but the thing that I liked the most
was the garden because it was very, very peaceful and calm and
there was a water fountain. Under the fountain was a pond and
in the monks time, they had fish in the pond which they could
eat for their dinner/lunch.
I have enjoyed telling you all about my trip to Chester Cathedral
and you should go and visit one time. :-)

Sambucus nigra porphyrophylla
‘Eva’ syn. ‘Black Lace’
Elder ADOXACEAE

This is the most decorative form of the common
hedgerow elder at home in the Slype triangle, Cathedral
Green. It is exceedingly easy to grow, the common species
grows everywhere and as an epiphyte in hollow trees. It has
even established a foothold high up on the walls of the
cathedral by special feathered delivery. The cultivar
illustrated is highly successful with the finely divided purple
leaves, a useful contrast to surrounding shrubs and is
beautifully musk scented. Both texture of flower and leaf
and the colours of this plant are in perfect harmony, one
with another.
Elder has nothing to do with age but is an epithet derived
from the Anglo-Saxon aeld meaning fire. The hollow stems
were used as bellows to blow air into a fire. In the days
before the microtome elder pith was used as a hand held
vice for taking microscope sections (and occasionally a
slither of finger).
Culinary uses, both flowers and berries include jams and
jellies and delicious, delicate summer cordial (Rose.. in this
case)

Primary School child

Forum
Election
Results

Phil Hunt
Custos Hortorum
philipbhunt43@gmail.com

At the Forum on Thursday 6 June, elections delivered the following results:
Bedelia Brett Rooks was re-appointed, and Simon Parrington was appointed to the Cathedral Chapter.
Bill Hardman and John de Newtown appointed to the Cathedral Council.
Jennifer Jackson was appointed to Deanery Synod.
Paul Stockbridge became ‘Lay co-chair’ of the Forum.

Fundraising
for the
Hospice

I am abseiling down the tower of Liverpool Cathedral on Saturday 10 August to raise funds for the
local Children’s Hospice on the Wirral, Claire House. As you may be aware, the Children’s Hospice
movement receive no government funding and that is why they desperately need fundraising from
people like me, a slightly nutty lady who will be 72 years old when I step off the top of the tower!

Do please help my fundraising - the link to my JustGiving page is below. This is the quickest and
safest way to donate as your details are completely secure, and the money goes directly to Claire
			
House. I have to produce 85% of all funds raised before I abseil, and the remainder within 14 days of
the event, so all donations before the event would be best and very gratefully received.
I have personally seen the wonderful facilities and staff at the Hospice. The love, care and support they provide for patients
and their families are beyond belief. They would love to be able to extend their facilities, so if my abseil can go some small
way to help them achieve their goal, that would be fantastic.
Thank you all in advance. Love from Pat xx
www.justgiving.com/Pat-Nelson

What’s On...

Saturday 5 October
Write for Growth at Chester Cathedral: From Stone to Story
10am - 1pm, in the Cathedral Library
A building becomes imprinted with the lives of those who have
spent time within its walls: have contributed to its creation or
care; are commemorated or come to celebrate, worship,
remember or reflect; whose personal events, experiences and
encounters become linked to its surroundings.
As Write for Growth comes to Chester Cathedral, we will
explore how this long-standing landmark of worship and
sanctuary intersects with human stories past and present including our own.

Selected dates during July and August
the DEEP - Make and Take Workshops
Create and take home your very own small LEGO sea creature
– choose from a turtle, a fish or shark! The Make and Take
Workshop also includes a building activity relating to our ‘waves’
theme of water.
Spaces on the Make and Take Workshops are strictly limited, so
pre-book your place now to avoid disappointment.
Tickets from the Cathedral Welcome Desk, by calling the
Cathedral Box Office on 01244 500 959 or clicking to
chestercathedral.com

Friday 19 July
Jazzectomy in the Garth | 7.30pm
A six piece band formed in 2013 from five medics and a lawyer
playing an eclectic mix of traditional and modern jazz, swing, soul
and a bit of pop with a jazzectomy twist (inside if wet!).
Tickets: £15 (including wine and canapes)
All proceeds go to Cathedral Mission Work.
Tickets from the Cathedral Welcome Desk, by calling the
Cathedral Box Office on 01244 500 959 or clicking to
chestercathedral.com

Write for Growth workshops are for anyone wanting to explore
the potential of personal writing. Activities are designed to
stimulate creativity and enhance wellbeing. Each workshop takes
a different theme, making it accessible to the first-timer and fresh
for regular returners.
No previous experience is needed, just writing materials and a
desire to write. We discuss our response to activities, but there is
no pressure to share your personal writing unless you wish.
Led by Julia McGuinness, our Poet in Residence, who set up and
regularly leads Write for Growth Workshops at Gladstone’s
Library in Hawarden.
Cost: £20
Sunday 6 October
Science and the Christian Faith by Michael Reiss FRSB FRSA
Michael J. Reiss is Professor of Science Education at UCL
Institute of Education, Visiting Professor at the Universities of Kiel
and York and the Royal Veterinary College, Honorary Fellow of
the British Science Association and of the College of Teachers,
Docent at the University of Helsinki, a Fellow of the Academy of
Social Sciences and a Priest in the Church of England. His research
and consultancy interests are in science education, bioethics and
sex education. He is President of the International Society for
Science; Religion and of the International Association for Science
and Religion in Schools, a member of the Nuffield Council on
Bioethics and writes on the interface of science education
and theology.
Funded by Scientists in Congregations.
Tickets £6 - £7.50
For full details, and to book your place, call 01244 500 959 or
click to: chestercathedral.com
Saturday 16 November
Writing Spaces in Chester Cathedral: A Poetry Workshop
10.30am - 1pm, in the Cathedral Library
A building; a page; a period of time: Each can become a space rich
with creative possibilities.
In this workshop we will explore spaces around us and put words
on the page in front of us, venturing into that poetic territory
between ‘the known world and the gravitational pull of what lies
beyond knowing.’

Friday 2 August
Italian Gala Night – A Journey of Italy | 7pm
A mouthwatering journey of Italy created by celebrity chef Francesco Gotti. Enjoy a Prosecco and capapé reception followed by
five courses representing the best of Italy, including wines and
coffee and pralines to finish – all accompanied by the best of
Frank Sinatra.
Tickets £55pp
Book your table now – call 01244 500 959 or click to
chestercathedral.com
WE’RE SOCIAL

Facebook:facebook.com/chestercathedral

Whatever your experience in writing poetry, you are invited to
come and enjoy shaping something new in a morning of writing in
this unique space of sanctuary at the City’s centre.
Led by Julia McGuinness, our Poet in Residence and Andrew Rudd,
Poet in Residence at Manchester Cathedral
Cost £15pp

Twitter: @ChesterCath

Instagram: chester_cathedral

chestercathedral.com

An invitation from the Poet-in-Residence…

Faith in Poetry Discussion Group
It’s been said that ‘poetry is the person of faith’s native language,’ yet to some it brings back memories of
schooldays spent trying to crack the code of an incomprehensible text. So how can the language of poetry
relate to the journey of faith? And how can we relate to the language of poetry?
In a monthly series of discussion groups we will explore these two questions. Each session will introduce an
aspect of poetry to enrich our appreciation of how it works. We will follow this by reading and discussing some
faith-related poems. We will cover a range of poets and approaches, from traditional to innovative, past to
contemporary, and chosen mainly from a Christian perspective.
Whether you are a poetry-lover or admit to a touch of metrophobia (fear of poetry!), you are welcome to join us.
Faith in Poetry Discussion Group | 12 noon - 1.30pm
Free admission but please register to let us know you are coming
Venue: The Library, Chester Cathedral

Julia McGuinness

Session One - Monday 9 September
The Art of Attention
What makes poetry different from other types of writing? Why are many holy texts of the world’s religions found in poetic form?
Session Two - Monday 14 October
God in a Box?
How can poetry bring structure to life’s big concerns? From sonnet to free verse, what influences a poet’s choice of form?
Session Three - Monday 11 November
Through a Glass Darkly...
Why does poetry rely so heavily on image and imagination? What makes this currency of language especially appropriate for exploring
themes of faith?
Session Four - Monday 9 December
The Second Music
How does poetry takes us on a journey from what is happening to what is going on? How can we listen for the different elements of its
music?
To register, please contact Julia direct on 07787 116603 or juliamcg@creativeconnectionscheshire.co.uk

13th Open Art Exhibition
At the Grosvenor Museum’s 13th Open Art Exhibition, there is innovation and change. It follows the design of the Roya
Academy’s Exhibition, cramming as much variety as possible into its space. And boy, does it deliver! From fired
stoneware figures to tempura landscapes, it’s got the lot.
Amidst it all are drawings by our own Patricia Faraday. “Tulips” and “Hydrangea” are testament to Patricia’s determination
to capture flowers in their natural state.
Not for her the garish colours of a country garden, nor the sombre greys of a wild wood. In “Hydrangea” the observer
is drawn into the folds of the flower. The varied hues, from purple to red and white, capture the eye which follows the
veins of the petals that are finely drawn. Here is an artist who is faithful to her subject: the slight folds and purpling of
the leaves suggest the turning of the flower towards its decline. She does not draw for the faint-hearted, but is forthright
and true.
The placing of the flowers in “Tulips” turns them into sentinels. The absence of background makes their location
anonymous. The pinks and oranges are precise. The twists and folds of the leaves reach up, as if trying to recapture lost
charges. A picture for the bold, and those mourning loss, perhaps?
Flowers are mirrors to the people that see them. If you seek security, you will be comforted. If you delight in yourself,
you will see that, too. Patricia draws what is. What we make of her pictures tells us something about ourselves, and that
is the purpose of good art.
In exhibitions of this kind, they’re not shown to their best advantage. The spectator leaps to the bright. But in their own
element, as with flowers, Patricia’s work stands out.
David Diggory

End of Term of Tenure
for Poet in Residence
‘It has been an honour and a privilege to be the first Poet in
Residence at Chester Cathedral. As a lay person, I wondered
how I would feel entering into this vast building and
embracing its structure, history, visible beauty and elegance
and also its hidden places and lesser known spaces.
Over the year I have attended not only grand, magnificent
events but also quieter intimate ones. I have studied
everything from the hugeness of the nave to the smaller
statues. I have been asked to write for some special occasions,
and written from my own interest or feelings, and I have
enjoyed the challenge.
I hope you enjoy finding the poems in the cathedral, on the
Poetry Trail 6-20 July, and can come to hear more poems at
my reading on Saturday 13 July in the Lady Chapel, 2-3pm.
Sadly, my residency finishes before the start of the LEGO®
exhibition, The Deep, but ‘here’s one I made earlier’, for the
ongoing LEGO build in the cathedral:

LEGO-Land

‘No-one, someone, everyone’
(‘…. no one puts their children in a boat, unless the water is
safer than the land’ Warsan Shire)
And so – a child launches itself, involuntarily,
into a scary, unnatural, premature, adult life.
He takes himself, no possessions, one thousand miles
across a desert, a sea, many countries.
She risks her life, her virginity, her moral code,
hangs onto strangers; scared, fragile, fighting.
They lose their families, except as photographs,
as brave examples of escape, persecution, death.
He clings, suspended, below a lorry, atop a train,
no food , minimum water, maximum hope, faith.
She sets up home in ‘The Jungle’, making
opportunity out of plastic, cardboard, tents, containers.
They move on, bring their youth, their brains; a ‘lucky’ part
of two percent that land their feet on UK shores.

( to the tune / rhythm of children’s rhyme ‘Pat-a-cake,
pat-a-cake’)

He learns freedom, acceptance, encouragement,
finds help, hope, law-keeping not law-breaking.

pick a brick
pick a brick,
Le-go-Land,
buy one and grab it
as fast as you can
smooth it and pat it,
admire it with glee,
place on the model
before you have tea,
before you have tea
before you have tea,
place on the model
before you have tea

She feels sensations of relaxing, calm, family,
peace, warmth, unity, togetherness.
They grow their strengths, materialise dreams of
being Einstein, Estafan, Kerr, Mercury, Saatchi.
They stand tall, they grow from safety and sanctuary,
and, as contributing adults, remind us, strongly:
‘I am a human being, not just a refugee’.

Nikki Bennett, Chester Cathedral
Refugee Week, ‘Sanctuary’, 18 - 23 June 2019
Nikki Bennett, Poet in Residence

Visitors
What do the people who shuffle in
Find in the calm of the stone?
The peace of a monastery’s ages;
A church, where they’re never alone.

No man is perfect, no man’s complete;
Inadequacy at the door.
Equal they come, and equal they go,
The footsteps both firm and unsure.

What of the voices that sing to the heights
Delivering heart, love and soul?
Descanted tenderness given in grace, for
A transient, though glorious goal.

No-one’s above, and no-one’s below,
In search of the power in the Word
That renders all worry self-centred,
And worldly concerns quite absurd.

What do the vergers, working below,
Believe in their toil and strain?
Duty performed, plain worship made good,
To the lilt of the organ’s refrain.

There’s nothing in living by moments:
Each second a risk in its turn;
Survival’s no kind of salvation,
Nor worthy of effort to earn.

What of the preacher, repeating the psalms,
Arms raised, ever fervent and strong?
Still weak, as still human, still lifting his prayers
To Heaven, where true prayers belong.

While sweet praise and music and laughter,
Emerge from the portals within,
Unknowing, yet faithful, so certain –
And that’s why the folk shuffle in.

David Diggory

waves

the DEEP

A WORLD PREMIERE
BRICK EXHIBITION MADE
WITH LEGO® BRICKS
16 July – 7 Sept 2019
This summer’s must-see event. In The Deep, come
face-to-face with a 1.75 metre yellow tuna fish –
made of 13,000 bricks; a fearsome Mako shark
created with 80,000 bricks; a massive giant
squid containing 120,000 bricks which is
over 2.5 metres tall and over
eighty other creatures!

Book now - call 01244 500 959
or click to: chestercathedral.com/waves

Please tell everyone you know about this magnificent family exhibition!
Forthcoming waves events:

Saturday 24 August
Waves Family Talk: ‘Sharks; the Ocean’s
Greatest Mystery’
The Shark is an animal that evokes many different
emotions in us as people and is an animal that
represents just how little we know about our
planets oceans, they control our world’s oceans
as the top predator and affect our lives in more
ways than we previously thought but if we don’t
act to protect this amazing group of animals we
could soon lose the oceans greatest mystery.
Talk presented by Blue Planet Aquarium.
Tickets £1 (Children 6 and under free). Booking
essential.
For tickets, please call the Cathedral Box
Office on 01244 500 959 or click to
chestercathedral.com/waves

waves

Thursday 11 July | 6.30pm
Waves lecture: ‘Water: Life or Death’
Details listed elsewhere within the newsletter
For tickets, please call the Cathedral Box
Office on 01244 500 959 or click to
chestercathedral.com/waves

Please could you donate gifts, toiletries sets or any lovely items
to the annual ‘Christian Aid Big Coffee Morning’. The event
this year will be held on September 14 at Hoole United Reform
Church. Tickets will be available nearer the time.
Please leave any donations for me at the Cathedral gift shop.
Thank you as always for your continued support!

Jo Jones
August Newsletter
Newsletter published
Articles submitted by
Sunday 4 August
Monday22 July
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